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Background
From a physical, functional and psychological point
of view, lymphedema is a chronic, progressive and
debilitating disease. For this reason it requires targeted
intervention, an early diagnosis and long term follow-up.
Most of the existing classifications are not practical as

they are only partial, taking into consideration just one
aspect of the disease and are unsuitable for the re-sta-
diation of lymphedema. We propose an easily applicable
and reproducible method for classifying lymphedema
which gathers all the important information on the clin-
ical evolution of the disease including a description of
its pathophysiology.

Materials and methods
Between 2002 and 2007, 175 patients with lymphedema
of one or more limbs were assessed.
Particular attention was paid to past medical history

(infections, traumas, medication and past surgery) ruling
out lymphedemas caused by angiodisplastic syndromes.
The physical examination included inspection and pal-
pation of the affected limb(s). We also focused on a
careful examination of the skin of the affected limb,
searching for changes in skin texture, pitting, hyperkera-
tosis, fibrosis, infection and elephantiasis, also searching
for the presence of the Stemmers sign. In addition, pal-
pation of the affected limb aided in the assessment of
spontaneous or evoked pain while palpation of the
lymph nodal station of the affected limb was performed
to check for signs of lymphadenopathy.
Ultrasound represents a non invasive examination for

the evaluation of a swollen limb.
Lymphoscintigraphy provides information on the func-

tion of the lymphatic vessels, contributes to the

differential diagnosis among the causes of limb edema
and evaluates treatment results.
In order to obtain a lymphedema classification based

on the clinical, ethological, anatomical and pathophysio-
logic information obtained, we attempted to reclassify in
the same format as the CEAP for venous disorders.
In fact, we utilized the acronym C.E.A.P. by adding the
letter L to highlight the “lymphedema” aspect.

Conclusions
The aim of this classification is to provide a comprehen-
sive and descriptive classification that can be globally
adopted. During the experimental phase, the objective
data obtained provided an accurate description of the
abnormalities and facilitated the follow-up of these
patients during this period also allowing the re-stadia-
tion of the disease after a period of treatment or in case
of worsening of the disease.
We found that it is characterized by an easy applic-

ability since it is based on objective findings obtained by
the instrumental tests and does not face the difficulty of
dealing with definitions of clinical items as in the C.E.A.
P classification for the chronic venous insufficiency.
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